your floor’s potential

Motolock
Heavy Duty
Coin Top, Diamond Plate and Skin Finish interlocking floor tiles
MotoLock tiles create tough industrial floors capable of taking
fork lift trucks and similar materials handling equipment.

MotoLock tiles create floors that are resistant to
abrasion, impact and the penetration of liquids
including oils, solvents, etc. and that withstand
heavy traffic. MotoLock tiles will take the high
compression loads found in workshops, warehouses,
garages, stores and distribution centres while the
neat design is suitable for retail, playroom, gym,
garage, utility room or basement floors. Other
applications include railway stations, airports,
passenger terminals, power plants, hangars, fire
stations etc

The tiles can be laid quickly and easily on any
reasonably smooth and level concrete base
creating ready-for-use, dust-free, anti-skid surfaces.
No special preparation of the existing floor is
required. The floor tiles are resistant to mechanical
and chemical damage and tolerant of under-layer
moisture. Using interlocking tiles makes a floor
easy to repair and even portable if need be.

3 easy ways to order
Call: 01329 841416 Email: sales@industrial-floor-tiles.co.uk
Online: www.industrial-floor-tiles.co.uk
Please call us for a free colour swatch or ask for one of our sample packs.
Please note: recycled tiles and recycled ramps are manufactured from recycled materials and although offer a very cost-effective solution, the finish
may vary from batch to batch. Please request samples before ordering. If you require a solid true colour, we would suggest the virgin material range.

“I recently bought a Mototile floor system for my motorcycle showroom
and was delighted with the ease of installation. The area is an unusual
shape and quite uneven in places, the flexibility of the tiles coped really
well over the width and depth of the floor. We are now thinking of using
them across our other businesses too”

Coin Tops

Tiles

Virgin Range
Black

495 x 495 x 7mm

Ramps

495 x 140 x 7mm

Diamond Tops

Tiles

495 x 495 x 7mm

Ramps

495 x 140 x 7mm

Skin Finish

Tiles

495 x 495 x 7mm

Ramps

495 x 140 x 7mm

GFTHDBLKCT

GFRHDBLKCT

GFTHDBLKDP

GFRHDBLKDP

GFTHDBLKSK

GFRHDBLKSK

Dark Grey

GFTHDDKGRYCT

GFRHDDKGRYCT

GFTHDDKGRYDP

GFRHDDKGRYDP

GFTHDDKGRYSK

GFRHDDKGRYSK

Light Grey

GFTHDLGRYCT

GFRHDLGRYCT

GFTHDLGRYDP

GFRHDLGRYDP

GFTHDLGRYSK

GFRHDLGRYSK

Virgin Coloured
Blue

GFTHDBLUCT

GFRHDBLUCT

GFTHDBLUDP

GFRHDBLUDP

GFTHDBLUSK

GFRHDBLUSK

Yellow

GFTHDYELLCT

GFRHDYELLCT

GFTHDYELLDP

GFRHDYELLDP

GFTHDYELLSK

GFRHDYELLSK

Red

GFTHDREDCT

GFRHDREDCT

GFTHDREDDP

GFRHDREDDP

GFTHDREDSK

GFRHDREDSK

Green

GFTHDGRNCT

GFRHDGRNCT

GFTHDGRNDP

GFRHDGRNDP

GFTHDGRNSK

GFRHDGRNSK

Burgundy

GFTHDBURCT

GFRHDBURCT

GFTHDBURDP

GFRHDBURDP

GFTHDBURSK

GFRHDBURSK

Orange

GFTHDORGCT

GFRHDORGCT

GFTHDORGDP

GFRHDORGDP

GFTHDORGSK

GFRHDORGSK

Electric Blue

GFTHDELBLUCT

GFRHDELBLUCT

GFTHDELBLUDP

GFRHDELBLUDP

GFTHDELBLUSK

GFRHDELBLUSK

Light Green

GFTHDLGRNCT

GFRHDLGRNCT

GFTHDLGRNDP

GFRHDLGRNDP

GFTHDLGRNSK

GFRHDLGRNSK

Light Blue

GFTHDLBLUCT

GFRHDLBLUCT

GFTHDLBLUDP

GFRHDLBLUDP

GFTHDLBLUSK

GFRHDLBLUSK

Purple

GFTHDPURCT

GFRHDPURCT

GFTHDPURDP

GFRHDPURDP

GFTHDPURSK

GFRHDPURSK

Recycled Range
Black

GFTHDBLKCTRCY GFRHDBLKCTRCY GFTHDBLKDPRCY GFRHDBLKDPRCY

N/A

N/A

Grey

GFTHDGRYCTRCY GFRHDGRYCTRCY GFTHDGRYDPRCY GFRHDGRYDPRCY

N/A

N/A

Other virgin colours subject to minimum order quantity. The swatches above are
for illustrative purposes only and should not be used for accurate colour matching.
Hardness: 92 Shore A (EN ISO 868) • Resistance to chemicals: Good - (EN 423 - petrol, diesel, 18% acetic acid, tartaric acid 250g/1hl - imperceptible effect)
Compressive strength: 520 kg/cm2 (EN ISO 15451) • Resistance to abrasion: T (<0.1mm /100) (EN 660-2) • Deformation after static load: <0.1mm (EN 433)
Dimensions of stability: <=0,20% (BS EN 434) • Colour fastness to artificial light: > 5 (without damage) (EN 20105) • Reaction to fire: difficult to ignite (DIN 4102)
Nonslip properties: up to 0.75 dynamic coefficient of friction (EN ISO 13893)

Motomat - Recycled
Recycled / Virgin PVC Interlocking Tiles
‘Jigsaw’ interlocking tiles, with a generous 12mm overall thickness - plus another
2mm for the tread pattern making them perfect for anti-fatigue flooring, noise
and vibration control, thermal insulation and areas subject to standing water.
For fork lift use we would recommend the MotoLock range

Coin Tops

Tiles

470 x 470 x 14mm

Black Recycled
Yellow Virgin

Ramps Female
470 x 60 x 14mm

Diamond Tops

Ramps Male
470 x 60 x 14mm

Tiles

470 x 470 x 14mm

Ramps Female
470 x 60 x 14mm

Ramps Male
470 x 60 x 14mm

GFTCTBLKRCY

GFTCTBLKRAMPF GFTCTBLKRAMPM

GFTDPBLKRCY

GFTDPBLKRAMPF GFTDPBLKRAMPM

GFTCTYELL

GFTCTYELRAMPF GFTCTYELRAMPM

GFTDPYELL

GFTDPYELRAMPF GFTDPYELRAMPM

Other Virgin colours are available on request.

3 easy ways to order
Call: 01329 841416 Email: sales@industrial-floor-tiles.co.uk
Online: www.industrial-floor-tiles.co.uk
Please call us for a free colour swatch or ask for one of our sample packs.

Available as Coin Top pattern or Diamond Plate chequer-plate
pattern manufactured in budget priced recycled PVC or virgin material.
Please note: recycled tiles and recycled ramps are manufactured from recycled materials and although offer a very cost-effective solution, the finish may
vary from batch to batch. As per the Motolock range, please request samples before ordering. Don’t forget - you can use the skirting and inserts from the
Mototile seamless range to add a bit of colour. The swatches above are for illustrative purposes only and should not be used for accurate colour matching.

Info-Tiles & Wayfinders
Display important messages and emergency logos in a prime position
By adding print to our Industrial Floor Tiles you can easily transform your floor
into key information points. Show customers the way to exclusive promotions,
display off-limit areas, make staff aware of places of risk, or simply brand your
floor with a logo for the perfect finishing touch for your business.

Contact us today and get a quote for
adding print and messaging to your floor.
Please note: recycled tiles and recycled ramps are manufactured from recycled materials and although offer a very cost-effective solution, the finish may vary
from batch to batch. As per the Motolock range, please request samples before ordering. Don’t forget - you can use the skirting and inserts from the Mototile
seamless range to add a bit of colour. The swatches above are for illustrative purposes only and should not be used for accurate colour matching.

Shops

GYMS

SHOWROOMS

EXHIBITIONS

OFFICES

SUNROOMS

WAREHOUSES

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS

